SIRIUS INFINITY POINTER

LASERS AND POINTERS

Sirius Infinity Pointer contains semi-precious stones infused with 2,500 negative ions
and proprietary Human BlueprintTM Frequencies. These frequencies bring the body
into balance and energetic homeostasis. The Sirius Infinity Pointer is an intent-driven
directional energetic frequency tool.

VIBRANZ

Approximately 2.5 oz with Case
5 1/2” Long; 3/8” Diameter,
Titanium Barrel Containing
Natural Minerals

HOW ZEROPOINTTM TECHNOLOGY IN THE
VIBRANZ SIRIUS INFINITY POINTER WORKS

It has been discovered that the cells in the body vibrate at various frequencies depending
on their state of health. Vibranz has identified specific frequencies that match the optimum
state of health for each of the body’s organs and systems. These are called Human
BlueprintTM Frequencies. When a person holds the Sirius Infinity Pointer on the area
of discomfort, their body begins to resonate with the frequencies that are programmed
in the laser through a process called Sympathetic Resonance. This is similar to a tuning
fork that will pick up the frequency (sound) of another tuning fork in its vicinity. When
they are close to one another, they will both begin to resonate at the same frequency.
When the organs and systems of the body are attuned with the frequencies that are
in the Sirius Infinity Pointer, the body returns to a balanced state. The body is able
to protect and heal itself when it is in balance.

SIRIUS INFINITY POINTER BENEFITS

• Reduce discomfort
• Bring body into balance
• Relax tight muscles
• Open chakra centers
• Enhance lymphatic drainage
• Myofacial pain reduction
• Alieviate neuropathy
• Strengthen immune system response
• Lightweight, no batteries required
• Infuse Human BlueprintTM Frequencies into food and drinks

HOW TO USE THE SIRIUS INFINITY POINTER

• Circle over drinks and food for approximately 30 seconds to energize and infuse Blueprint
Frequencies.
• Circle over a specified area for approximately one minute to bring that system into balance.
• Press side of Sirius Infinity Pointer on and into tight or tense muscles to help relax them.
• Use side of Sirius Infinity Pointer to recondition facial muscles and sagging skin.
• Circle over an area of the body to reduce discomfort and bring that area into balance.
May help with:
• Carpal tunnel
• Swollen feet
• Nerve damage
• Joint discomfort

• Chronic fatigue
• Arthritis
• Gout
• Shingles

This information has not been evaluated by the FDA and is not intended to treat disease, support human life, or to prevent impairment of human health.
This information is for frequency, self-education and research purposes only. Please seek professional help with health issues. The products are not sold for
these purposes. They are only sold to assist in bringing the energy field and centers into a greater sense of balance and coherence and any resulting physical
results are anecdotal at best.
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LASERS AND POINTERS

SIRIUS INFINITY POINTER TESTIMONIALS

VIBRANZ

“I had a nosebleed, and I circled the
Sirius Infinity Pointer in my nostril for
15 seconds, and it stopped. Another
day, I had a really bad nosebleed,
and it stopped within one minute
of using the Sirius Infinity Pointer. My husband used to have to help me stop them; now, they’re under control.” — Joanne, Canada
“In mid-March 2012, I went to the emergency for a twisted intestine that required surgery. On the third day of my eight-day stay,
my husband brought me our Sirius Infinity Pointer, which I began using off and on (I moved the pointer slightly above and along
the 10-11” incision and just above and around the entire abdomen). I wasn’t sure if it was doing anything (I was on an IV with pain
medication). However, the surgeon mentioned that the incision was looking very good and was healing well. When I returned home,
I used the Sirius Infinity Pointer in the same way, but more often. I noticed it was decreasing my need for as much pain medication.
By the 4th day, I was completely off the medication, as the pointer was managing the pain. When I saw the surgeon for a follow-up
two weeks later, she remarked how good the incision looked. On the second and last follow-up visit, the surgeon and I both remarked
how small and flat the scar was (I have a tendency to build up scar tissue, so this was unusual). I am also happy to report that the scar
is not sensitive to the touch — something I have experienced in the past. Thank you Vibranz for your amazing tools, and for empowering
us in our own self-care!” — Sharon P., TX
“I had a patient come to me who is an electrician. He’s up and down ladders all the time, and he had very painful knees and ankles
from all the activity, which had been bothering him for years. I used the Sirius Infinity Pointer for two minutes on each of his knees
and each ankle. Right away, he was pain free. At his one-month follow-up appointment, he was still pain free. The lasers I have used
in the past would take me a few hours to treat those four joints, and I did it with the Sirius Infinity Pointer in eight minutes, and the
results were better. I highly recommend the Sirius Infinity Pointer.” — Dr. John, NV
“As a Licensed Massage Therapist, I find the Sirius Infinity Pointer the most versatile and valuable tool I have. I keep it hanging on
my belt loop so it is always conveniently handy. The Sirius Infinity Pointer saves me hand effort, as I use it as an extension of my
hand on the whole body. It saves me time since it accelerates muscle balance, and gives the client more massage for their money.
It also creates more rescheduled business! I can use the tool as a trigger point, by placing my thumb at the top side of the Sirius
Infinity Pointer and not having to use nearly as much pressure to get relief. As one client stated on her problematic area, it was
as if the muscle just melted away.” — Brianna F., OH
“About 6 months ago I noticed I was getting parallel vertical creases between my eyebrows. First I washed my face and applied
Citrus Silk Oil Vera on my face which I have always been doing. I then took two of the Sirius Infinity Pointers and using the sides,
rubbed them up my forehead starting at the bridge of my nose for about 45 seconds alternating them so there was always pressure
on that area. The wrinkles completely disappeared and I did it several more times since then and they have not returned. I am excited
about the potential of this for wrinkles all over the face and encourage people to try it on different areas as well.” — Lisa, FL
“A friend of my husband complained of a bad backache. He has chronic back problems, goes to a doctor regularly for treatment.
It was obvious he was in quite a lot of pain and pacing around. I got my Sirius Infinity Pointer and told him I would like him to try it.
He asked what it was and said it looked like a pen, so I briefly explained what it is and how it works and he said ok. I let him point
it at the areas he felt the pain. He did this for about 10 minutes in the worst area and about 5 minutes in 2-3 other areas and handed
the pointer back to me. About 10 minutes later he looked around at everyone and said “Guys I have to say that whatever that thing
did I was at a pain level of 9 and I would say it is at 2 now and my back feels so much better! I can sit here, which you know I couldn’t
sit this long before. And I can stand up (he stood up) and sit back down with a lot less pain.” Everyone said “Cool, great, awesome!”
I asked if he would like to borrow it overnight to see if it helped even more and he accepted gratefully. The next time I saw him,
two evenings later, he returned my Sirius Infinity Pointer and reported he had absolutely no pain. He has had pain since, but said
it has not been near what it has been in the past We believe the Sirius Infinity Pointer assisted his body get his back into much
better condition than what it was!” — Laura, NV

Testimonials are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. Vibranz is not responsible for any of these testimonies.
They are not the opinion of Vibranz, but are individual customer’s personal experiences and product use. Individual results may vary.
This information has not been evaluated by the FDA and is not intended to treat disease, support human life, or to prevent
impairment of human health. This information is for frequency, self-education and research purposes only. Please seek professional
help with health issues. The products are not sold for these purposes. They are only sold to assist in bringing the energy field and
centers into a greater sense of balance and coherence and any resulting physical results are anecdotal at best.

Please contact your referring Independent Consultant of Vibranz for further product information.
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VIBRANZ
3111 South Valley View Blvd.
Suite Y102, Las Vegas, NV 89102
GetVibranz.com • Phone: 800-356-7935
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